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Abstract.

Italy is a territory characterized by complex topography with the Apennines mountain range crossing the entire peninsula

with its highest peaks in central Italy. Using the latter as area of interest and the snow seasons 2018/19, 2019/20 and 2020/21,

the goal of this study is to investigate the ability of a simple single-layer and a more sophisticated multi-layer snow cover

numerical model to reproduce the observed snow height, snow water equivalent and snow extent in Central Apennines, using5

for both models the same forecast weather data as meteorological forcing. We here consider two well-known ground surface

and soil models: i) Noah LSM, an Eulerian model which simulates the snowpack as a bulk single layer; ii) Alpine3D, a multi-

layer Lagrangian model which simulates the snowpack stratification. We adopt the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)

model to produce the meteorological data to drive both Noah LSM and Alpine3D at regional scale with a spatial resolution

of 3 km. While Noah LSM is already online coupled with the WRF model, we develop here a dedicated offline coupling10

between WRF and Alpine3D. We validate the WRF simulations of surface meteorological variables in central Italy using a

dense network of automatic weather stations, obtaining correlation coefficients higher than 0.68, except for wind speed which

suffered of the model underestimation of the real elevation. The performances of both WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D, are

evaluated by comparing simulated and measured snow height, snow height variation and snow water equivalent, provided by a

quality-controlled network of automatic and manual snow stations located in Central Apennines. We find that WRF-Alpine3D15

can predict better than WRF-Noah the snow height and the snow water equivalent, showing a correlation coefficient with the

observations of 0.9 for the former and 0.7 for the latter. Both models instead show similar performances in reproducing the

observed daily snow height variation, nevertheless WRF-Noah is slightly better to predict large positive variations, while WRF-

Alpine3D can slightly better simulate large negative variations. Finally we investigate the abilities of the models in simulating

the snow cover area fraction, and we show that WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D have almost equal skills, with both models20

overestimating it. The equal skills are also confirmed by Jaccard and the Average Symmetric Surface Distance indexes.

1 Introduction

Snow cover is a key element within global and local climate due to its high reflectivity of solar radiation and thermal insulation

effects of land surfaces, inducing a non linear feedback in the Earth energy balance (Hall, 2004). Snowpack melting is an
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essential water supply to sub-surface reservoirs, urban populations and agricultural activities which mainly rely on frozen25

water stored in the snowpack (Barnett et al., 2005). For mountainous touristic places the persistence of snow cover is the basis

of their winter sport economy (Vanat, 2020). Nevertheless, the snowpack can be potentially dangerous when sliding down a

slope causing avalanches with possible major damages to local flora, fauna and even human settlements (Bebi et al., 2009).

The simulation of the seasonal snow cover is particularly challenging in mountainous regions because of the complex

interaction between atmospheric flow and topography. Indeed the synoptic flow approaching the topography may lead to the30

formation of local phenomena, like orographic precipitation, that have a large influence on snow deposition patterns at ridge

scale, but also smaller scale phenomena, like preferential snow deposition and redistribution, which can cause large snow cover

variations within few meters (Mott et al., 2018). Thus the quality of a distributed simulation of the snow cover is closely related

to the horizontal resolution and the quality of the atmospheric data used to force the snow cover model.

Recently the use of numerical weather prediction (NWP) models to drive snow cover models have become more and more35

investigated, thanks to the improved computer performances allowing to increase the spatial resolution and decrease the compu-

tational time. Bellaire et al. (2011), Bellaire et al. (2013) and Bellaire and Jamieson (2013) simulated the snow cover properties

over British Columbia with the SNOWPACK model (Bartelt and Lehning, 2002; Lehning et al., 2002a, b), forced with atmo-

spheric data provided by the the NWP model GEM15 (Mailhot et al., 2006), suggesting the possibility to force snow cover

models with simulated weather data where observations are not available, and showing promising results on the possibility of40

predicting critical layers formation. Still in western Canada, Schirmer and Jamieson (2015) showed that forcing SNOWPACK

with the NWP model GEM-LAM (Erfani et al., 2005) at 2.5 km resolution provided better results than using the GEM15 model,

because of its higher resolution. Moreover, Horton et al. (2015) and Horton and Jamieson (2016) investigated the dependency

of surface hoar formation on local meteorological and terrain conditions and the possibility to predict it driving SNOWPACK

with the GEM-LAM model. Vionnet et al. (2016) simulated the snowpack evolution over the French Alps driving the snow45

cover model Crocus (Vionnet et al., 2012) with the NWP model AROME (Seity et al., 2011), and Quéno et al. (2016) applied

the same model chain on French and Spanish Pyrenees. Bellaire et al. (2017) used SNOWPACK forced with the NWP model

COSMO (Doms and Schättler, 2002) to forecast wet snow avalanche activity on the Swiss Alps. Vionnet et al. (2017) forced

Crocus with the NWP model Meso-NH (Lafore et al., 1997) at 50 meter resolution, showing that for their case study in the

French Alps, snow eolian transport is the main cause of snow height variability. Gerber et al. (2018) compared COSMO-WRF50

simulations (Skamarock et al., 2008) from 135 m to 50 m resolution over the Swiss Alps to radar estimations, and highlighted

that in presence of complex terrain a good representation of the topography is essential to predict the observed snow precipita-

tion and accumulation variability. Luijting et al. (2018) forced Crocus model with AROME-MetCoOp forecasted data (Müller

et al., 2017) and a combinantion of AROME-MetCoOp and GridObs data (Lussana et al., 2018b, a) in southern Norway, and

showed that bias in GridObs data due to not homogeneous distribution of AWS at different elevations affects the snowpack55

simulation, causing an early melt of the snow cover at high elevations. Vionnet et al. (2021) combined the High-Resolution

Deterministic System (HRDPS; Milbrandt et al. (2016)) and the Canadian Hydrological Model (CHM; Marsh et al. (2020b,

a)), which allows for explicit snow redistribution modelling, and showed that the blowing-snow and gravitational snow redis-

tribution are necessary to reproduce the spatial variability of snowpack in alpine terrain. Lastly, Sharma et al. (2021) online
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coupled WRF and SNOWPACK, and introduced a new blowing snow scheme. In this configuration, WRF drives SNOWPACK60

which acts as land surface model and gives feedback to WRF. This permits to simulate a large number of snow layers, and

thanks to the blowing snow scheme even snow erosion and redistribution can be simulated, as they showed for case studies in

Antarctica and Swiss Alps.

Most of the cited works are focused on higher latitude and altitude mountain ranges, like the Canadian mountains, European

Alps or Pyrenees, which have many peaks above 3000 m, or on cold regions like Antarctica. So far no study focused on lower65

latitude mountain ranges with peaks below 3000 m, such as the Italian Apennines. The latter is a series of mountains, bordered

by narrow coastal lands, forming a great arc along the Italian peninsula, from the Maritime Alps down to the Egadi Islands in

western Sicily. Their total length is about 1400 km and their width goes from about 40 to 200 km. Their eastern slopes down

to the Adriatic Sea are typically steeper and more verdant than the western ones. As a matter of fact, the Apennines play a

significant role in the Italian climate being a natural topographic barrier to both western Atlantic cyclonic fronts and eastern70

cold air intrusions, causing intense snowfalls and hazardous avalanche activity (Chiambretti and Sofia, 2018), which may lead

to fatal tragedies (Frigo et al., 2021). Its highest peak is the mount Corno Grande (2912 m) in the Gran Sasso chain in central

Italy, belonging to the Central Apennines, in the Abruzzo region. The Gran Sasso is also hosting the southernmost European

paraglacier (glacial apparatus), named Calderone, a key sentinel of current climate change in the Mediterranean region. Due to

its complex topography and relatively low altitudes, the Apennines snow cover monitoring and forecast are quite cumbersome75

and, to some extent, open further issues with respect to high altitude mountainous regions.

The aim of this study is to investigate the ability of a simple single-layer and a more sophisticated multi-layer snow cover

numerical model to reproduce the observed snow height, snow water equivalent and snow extent in Central Apennines, using

for both models the same forecast weather data as meteorological forcing. To this purpose, we use two well-known snow and

soil models: i) Noah LSM, an Eulerian model which simulates the snowpack as a bulk single layer (Chen and Dudhia, 2001);80

ii) Alpine3D, a multi-layer Lagrangian model which simulates the snowpack stratification (Lehning et al., 2006). We adopt the

Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model to produce the meteorological data to drive both Noah LSM and Alpine3D

at regional scale with a spatial resolution of 3 km.

While Noah LSM is already online coupled with the WRF model, we develop here a dedicated offline coupling between

WRF and Alpine3D for the first time, at least to the best of the authors knowledge. The offline coupling of the two models85

gives the opportunity of running just Alpine3D in the case WRF simulations have already been performed. This is particularly

useful if different parametrizations have to be tested in Alpine3D only and not in WRF. Moreover, the offline coupling of WRF

and Alpine3D may be easily used by the services that already uses WRF operationally, by just installing Alpine3D and the

interfacing library, without the need of modifying the already present WRF configuration. Nevertheless, it is important to note

that the offline coupling of Alpine3D and WRF can be extended to other NWP models, just making small modifications to the90

interfacing library.

By means of the two numerical model chains WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D, we simulate the snowpack evolution over

the Italian Central Apennines for three periods of interest:i) from 1 December 2018 to 28 February 2019, ii) from 1 March

2019 to 30 April 2020, iii) from 1 November 2020 to 30 April 2021. We compare the snow cover forecast results with in
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situ measurements of snow height, snow water equivalent and satellite-based radiometric observations of snow extent. In the95

following text we will refer to the three chosen periods of interest as snow seasons.

The present paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2 we provide a brief description of the climate of the area of interest and

a synoptic view of the three snow seasons. In Sect. 3 we describe the observations data set, the atmospheric model and the two

land surface models, as well as the built numerical model chain. We then introduce the statistical indices used to evaluate the

model skills. Finally, in Sect. 4 we compare and discuss observed and simulated data in terms of: i) atmospheric forcing, ii)100

snow height, iii) snow water equivalent iv) snow cover extent. Conclusions are drawn in last section.

2 Area and period of interest

In this section we first introduce the climatology of Italian Central Apennines with a view on the synoptic characteristics for

snow seasons 2018/19, 2019/20 and 2020/21. Meteorological charts of 500 hPa geopotential height, 850 hPa air temperature,

and surface precipitation anomalies are show in the supplementary materials.105

2.1 Climatology of Italian Central Apennines

From a climatological point of view, inner central Italy is classified as marine climate, abbreviated with Cfb (C: temperate;

f: no dry season; b: warm summer), according to the Koppen system (Köppen, 1931; Pinna, 1970; Belda et al., 2014). As a

part of the Mediterranean region, the climate in this area of the Italian peninsula is characterized by alternating rainy periods

in winter months and dry periods during Summer. In general, the temperature excursion, on daily and annual basis, does not110

exceed 21°C, due to the mitigating effect of both the Tyrrhenian and the Adriatic seas that surround a quite narrow strip of

land, with an average width of 240 km in W-E direction. Besides, due to its complex topography and elevations ranging from

0 to 2914 m a.s.l. (Corno Grande peak), in an extension of few tens of kilometres, the area is also characterized by a high

micro-climatic variability, from meso-Mediterranean to sub-continental temperate, in the inner part, close to the highest peaks

of the Apennines ridge (Lena et al., 2012).115

According the statistics provided by Report no. 55 of the Italian Institute for Environmental Protection and research (ISPRA,

2015) the annual average temperature in Central Italy ranged from 5°C (mountain areas) to 20°C (coastal area) in the reference

period 1981-2010. The minimum and maximum temperature values are encompassed between 3°C and 11 °C and between

8°C and 22°C, respectively. Annual average accumulated precipitation is estimated to be between 600 and 1500 mm, being

the yearly maxima mainly localized in the western slope of the Apennine mountain range, exposed to the Tyrrhenian Sea.120

Minimum precipitation values occur over both the western and eastern littoral areas. Summer coincides with the dry period,

when accumulated precipitation ranges between 40 to 80 mm. In this context, it is worth mentioning as the average annual

temperature and precipitation reported in the Central Apennines area are 3.7 °C (-8.9 °C the mean minimum temperature) and

1170 mm, respectively (Petriccione and Bricca, 2019).

In Central Apennines, the precipitation maxima are reached in Autumn and Spring and no drought period occurs during125

summer. As for the snow, mean solid precipitation depth (historical data from 1921 to 1960) on an annual basis ranged from
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0-5 cm on the Tyrrhenian littoral area to a maximum value 100-300 cm on the Apennines (Ministero dei Lavori Pubblici, 1973).

Eastern slope and Adriatic side was found to have a greater average amount of snow, with climatological values up to 20-50

cm in the coastal zone. Accordingly, the estimated number of chill days ranged from a minimum value of 0-1 in the western

coast, to 150-200 days in the inner part (Ministero dei Lavori Pubblici, 1973).130

As observed by Libertino et al. (2018); Rossi (2020); Alberton (2021), after 1970s, the fragmentation of the National Hydro-

graphic Service into twenty different regional offices (one per Italian region) led to the loss of homogeneity in meteorological

data collection and statistics. While several studies are available in the Alps and northern Italy, central and southern Italy suffer

from a poorly densed snow gauges network. Nevertheless, since central Apennines are particularly prone to avalanche hazards,

which has caused frequent casualties in the last few years, some authors have focused their attention on the occurrence of135

extreme snowfall events. In the last decades, Piacentini et al. (2020) observed a decrease in snowfall, snow cover and snow

persistence over the area, although a few extreme snowfall events were recorded. High snow occurrence/accumulation vari-

ability of this part of Italy is also highlighted by Fazzini et al. (2021). Several authors have highlighted a decreasing trend in

winter precipitation in Central Italy in recent decades (Brunetti et al., 2000; Pavan et al., 2008; Longobardi and Villani, 2010;

Romano and Preziosi, 2013; Appiotti et al., 2014; Scorzini and Leopardi, 2019). In the Gran Sasso d’Italia massif, the Inter-140

regional Association for coordination and documentation of snow and avalanche problems (AINEVA), recordes a decreasing

number snow days on altitudes below 1300 m a.s.l, in the 30-year period 1978-2007, even if events with intense snowfalls are

increasing in some specific areas (Romeo and Massimiliano, 2008).

2.2 Synoptic view

2.2.1 Snow season 2018/19145

Snow season 2018/19 may be divided into three phases, from a synoptic point view. During December, the Euro-Mediterranean

area was characterized by a strong positive 500 hPa geopotential height anomaly centered on the Iberian Peninsula, whilst a

near neutral, or slightly negative, geopotential anomaly affected Eastern Europe. This resulted in a warm and dry pattern over

the Western Mediterranean basin. By contrast, in January an oceanic anticyclonic system with above normal geopotential

heights determined a flux of Arctic cold air toward the Mediterranean through Eastern Europe. This generated a generalized150

cold temperature anomaly over Central and Eastern Europe and Central Mediterranean basin, with associated above normal

precipitations over Central and Eastern Mediterranean Sea. Finally, February was dominated by a robust 500 hPa geopotential

height anomaly extended to the whole continental Europe. As a result, the Euro-Mediterranean region was characterized by

warm temperatures and dry conditions.

This pattern affected the precipitations in central Italy as follows. Between 10th and 20th December, the circulation over155

Central Italy was affected by geopotential negative anomalies centred on Eastern Europe. In the middle of December, cold

air advection from Northern and Northern-Eastern Europe led to snowfall down to 700 m a.s.l., and the snowpack height

measured at the observational sites ranged from 15 to 50 cm. During the second part of the month, the atmospheric conditions
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were influenced by the positive geopotential anomaly localized on the Iberian Peninsula. The associated mild weather caused

a consistent lowering of snow height, especially at the middle and low altitude sampling sites.160

The most important snowstorm of the season occurred between 2nd and 4th January 2019, which resulted in an observed

snow height in the range of 20-100 cm. Snowpack height did not show larger variations up to 22nd January, due to the low

temperatures and minor snowfall events. Between 23rd and 24th January, thanks to cold air advection from North Atlantic, a

mean of 40 cm of fresh snow was observed at our measurement sites.

An average lowering of 30 cm of the snow height was observed between 1th and 3rd February, due to a warm advection over165

Italy from North Africa. The rest of the month was characterized by a slow decay of snow height, due to general mild and dry

atmospheric conditions.

2.2.2 Snow season 2019/20

Snow season 2019/20 was not favourable to a formation of a consistent snowpack. The Western Mediterranean basin was

dominated by an extended positive geopotential height anomaly. Due to the mild and dry conditions resulting from this circu-170

lation pattern, only minor snowfall events occurred with the formation of a very thin snow cover at the highest elevation of our

domain. This synoptic configuration has been unblocked in March that was characterized by a normal 500 hPa circulation with

temperatures slightly under the average and precipitation above the climatology on Central Italy. The most important snow

storm occurred at the end of March, when the snowpack reached a maximum height of 10-80 cm at our observational sites. The

snowpack lowered immediately after the accumulation phase due to the warm relative warm spring conditions and vanished175

before the middle of April.

2.2.3 Snow season 2020/21

Snow season 2020/21 may be divided in three phases. During December and January, Europe was subjected to strong nega-

tive 500 hPa geopotential height anomalies, resulting in wet conditions on our domain with in near average temperatures in

December and cold conditions in January. By contrast, February was dominated robust anticyclonic on which involved the180

Mediterranean resulting in mild weather but with near normal precipitation rate on our domain. Finally, March presented pos-

itive 500 hPa geopotential height anomalies on British Isles which determined a cold air flux from Russia direct toward the

Mediterranean, but with below normal precipitation on our domain of study.

The snowpack began to form at the end of November and remained on relatively thin heights up to the end of December.

Starting from the end of 2020, a series of snowfall events interested our domain until the end of January. In this period, the snow185

height ranged from 30 to 150 cm. In February, the snowpack height decreased due to the average warm conditions, although an

important snow storm occurred in the middle of the month. In March, a series of important snowfalls reported the snow height

up to 100-150 cm.
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3 Data, models and evaluation methods

In this section we present the observational data, we describe the considered atmospheric and land surface models and finally190

we define the performance evaluation methods.

3.1 Observational data set

The observational data set consists of in situ measurements of atmospheric and snow cover conditions, coming from automatic

weather stations (AWS), manual measurements as well as of snow cover extent derived from satellite-based observations.

The in situ measurements come from a dense network of measurements sites which covers the entire study area. The mea-195

surement sites consists in 703 AWS maintained by the Italian Civil Protection (Italian Civil Protection Department and CIMA

Research Foundation, 2014), and 27 snow fields maintained by the Meteomont service (Rapisarda and Pranzo, 2021) (Fig. 1b).

The variables provided by the AWS are near-surface air temperature (°C), relative humidity (%), wind speed (ms-1), incom-

ing shortwave radiation (Wm-2), precipitation (mm) and snow height (cm), while manual measurements provide snow height

(cm) and the snowpack top layer density (kgm-3), which we used to derive the snowpack snow water equivalent (kgm-2) as200

described in the supplementary materials. Tables 1 and 2 show the number of measurement sites providing the above variables.

The AWS have an acquisition interval ranging between 15 minutes and 1 hour and they are sent to the Italian Civil Protection

server every 15 minutes. We daily averaged all observed variables, with the exception of precipitation which we accumulated

over one day, in order to set a common temporal framework. The snow height measurements are carried out with automatic

ultra-sonic sensors, installed on 17 weather stations and located along the Italian Central Apennines. Manual measurements205

instead are performed almost once per day every day for each Meteomont site, however the measurement frequency for snow

seasons 2019/20 and 2020/21 was drastically reduced because of the difficulties related to COVID-19 pandemic.

Daily snow cover fraction is obtained from MODIS Terra imaging sensor (product MOD10A1 (Metsämäki et al., 2012)). We

used 275 maps of snow cover fraction covering snow seasons 2018/19, 2019/20 and 2020/21. We first process MODIS maps in

order to obtain cloud-free snow cover fraction maps as follows: the pixels classified as clouds are masked, and for each cloud210

pixel a linear interpolation between previous and consecutive images is carried out where the pixels are not cloud covered, in

order to infer their fractional snow cover area. Then we regridded the cloud-free snow cover fraction maps on a regular grid of

resolution 3 km.

In this section, we first introduce the weather forecast model, adopted and tuned to the study area of this work, as well as the

two land surface models, specifically Noah LSM and Alpine3D. In the methodological paragraph we describe the error indices215

used to quantitatively evaluate the error statistics when comparing both WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D with observational

data.

3.2 Description of numerical models

The atmospheric and snow cover numerical models are here briefly described, highlighting the space-time set up and main

physical parameterizations employed in this study.220
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3.2.1 Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model

The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model is used in this work to describe the atmospheric evolution at mesoscale.

WRF is a regional non-hydrostatic meteorological model including several options for the parameterizations of atmospheric

physical processes (Skamarock et al., 2008). As shown in Fig. 1a, the WRF atmospheric model is configured with three two-

way nested domains. The largest domain has a 27 km spatial resolution and the second domain has 9 km spatial resolution,225

whereas the inner domain has a convection-permitting module at 3 km resolution. The vertical grid is constituted by 33 vertical

levels extending from surface up to 50 hPa (about 20 km above the sea level) with the first level at 10 m from the surface.

The WRF main parameterizations include: i) the Yonsei University (YSU) scheme for the planetary boundary layer (Hong

et al., 2006); ii) the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model for General circulation model (RRTMG) for visible and infrared radiation

(Iacono et al., 2008); iii) the Thompson scheme for cloud microphysics (Thompson et al., 2008); iv) the Grell-Freitas for cu-230

mulus convection (Grell and Freitas, 2014) with exception for the cloud-resolving domain, where no cumulus parameterization

is activated. The land cover classification used in WRF is based on the 20 classes MODIS scheme.

The simulation cover three periods: i) from 1 December 2018 to 28 February 2019, ii) from 1 March 2019 to 30 April 2020,

iii) from 1 November 2020 to 30 April 2021. For each season, the simulations starts several days before the first snowfall

occurred in all the considered measurement sites, in order to spin up the surface and not introduce a bias in the evaluation of235

the performances of the land surface models, and to reduce the computational time.

Each season in simulated concatenating several 60 hours WRF simulations, from which we discard the first 12 hours as

model spin-up. For each 60 hours simulation the atmospheric conditions of the outer WRF domain are initialized with 6-hourly

operational NCEP analyses of 12 UTC at a resolution of 27 km, whilst for the nested domains, boundary conditions are derived

from domain 1 and 2 simulations, respectively. This procedure is also used to initialize the land surface and soil properties240

for the first 60 hours simulation of each snow season, instead the land surface and soil properties of the subsequent 60 hours

simulations of the season are obtained by the land surface and soil state at the end of the previous 60 hours simulation. This

procedure was chosen in order to avoid a discontinuous simulation of the snowpack in the study area. In order to improve the

meteorological simulations, a spectral nudging toward NCEP analysis of wind, temperature, and geopotential is applied in the

outer domain above 850 hPa.245

We have chosen this setup for WRF because it revealed to be the best in simulating the main observed meteorological

variables according to many preliminary sensitivity tests that we carried out.

3.2.2 Noah Land Surface Model

Within the WRF model, land surface processes are simulated with the Noah LSM (Chen and Dudhia, 2001). Noah LSM is a

model that simulates skin temperature, snow height, snow water equivalent, snow density, soil moisture, soil temperature and250

surface energy balance. The snowpack is represented as a single layer of varying thickness, instead the soil is discretized in

four layers of thickness 10, 30, 60 and 100 cm respectively. Noah LSM is online coupled with WRF, and it provides to the
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parent model surface and latent heat fluxes, and upward shortwave and longwave radiation. The improvements in the Noah

snowpack model introduced by Livneh et al. (2010) and Wang et al. (2010) were taken into account in our simulations.

As we discussed in the previous paragraph, the initial condition of Noah, for each snow season, are taken from the NCEP255

analysis, while for the rest of each season the land surface and soil state is simulated by the WRF-Noah chain. Starting the

simulations of each snow season several days before the occurrence of the first snowfall at all the measurement sites, we obtain

an initial soil conditions representative of the initial soil state at that locations.

3.2.3 Alpine3D snow and soil model

Alpine3D is a three-dimensional snow cover, land surface and soil numerical model (Lehning et al., 2006). It includes the260

one-dimensional model SNOWPACK (Bartelt and Lehning, 2002; Lehning et al., 2002a, b) to simulate snow, land surface and

soil properties, the SnowDrift module to simulate the wind transport of snow, the EBalance module to compute radiation fields

taking into account topographic shading and reflections effects and a runoff module. SNOWPACK is the core of Alpine3D, it

is developed using a Lagrangian scheme which permits to provide detailed description of snow stratigraphy, mass and energy

balance, simulating up to 50 snow layers. In order to run an Alpine3D simulation, it is necessary to provide the initial state of265

snow and soil (if soil simulation is enabled), a digital elevation model, a land cover model and a meteorological input.

Alpine3D is not coupled with WRF so that it is necessary to interface the two models. First we had to re-project WRF output

on a regular grid of 3 km resolution since Alpine3D does not support WRF curvilinear grid. In the Alpine3D configuration

we used the digital elevation model and the land cover model also used for WRF simulations. We enabled in Alpine3D the

soil simulation, creating 4 soil layers of 10, 30, 60 and 100 cm respectively, and we initialized them using the soil condition270

extracted from Noah LSM at the first time-step of each snow season. For the remaining part of the simulation period, the land

surface and soil state evolved according to Alpine3D. To drive Alpine3D, we use the air temperature, relative humidity, wind

speed, incoming shortwave radiation, incoming longwave radiation, total precipitation, precipitation phase and ground surface

temperature extracted and re-projected from WRF. WRF-Alpine3D hourly maps of snow height and snow water equivalent are

then generated for each of the three snow seasons. A scheme of the described WRF-Alpine3D model chain is shown in Fig. 2.275

In our Alpine3D simulation setup, we turn off the SnowDrift and the EBalance modules: indeed, at the resolution of 3 km the

wind transport of snow and the topographic shading and reflections effects have a negligible impact on the simulation results.

Instead we enabled the canopy representation in the model, and after a sensitivity test (see supplementary material), we opted

for neutral atmospheric stability conditions for turbulent fluxes estimation as well as "Zwart" and "Lehning_1" parametrizations

for new snow density and snow albedo respectively (see supplementary materials for the parametrization descriptions). Since280

the soil simulation is active in Alpine3D, we can use the Richards water transport scheme instead of the more simple bucket

scheme, even if more computational demanding. Indeed in preliminary tests (not shown here), we observed that the Richards

scheme increases the accuracy of Alpine3D in reproducing the observed snow height and snow water equivalent. Moreover, it

is also known that the Richards scheme improves the performance of the model to estimate the meltwater runoff (Wever et al.,

2014).285
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3.3 Evaluation methods

We here distinguish the error indices for atmospheric variable and snow height prediction from those used to estimate the

discrepancy in the snow cover extension.

WRF skill in predicting the meteorological variables is evaluated comparing the output with in situ observations. The simu-

lated air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, incoming shortwave radiation and precipitation are bilinearly interpolated290

on the coordinates of the observed data. They are daily averaged, with the exception of precipitation rate which is accumulated

over one day. The simulated variables are statistically evaluated using mean bias error (MBE), mean absolute error (MAE)

and Pearson correlation coefficient (R) for three elevation bands (low elevation: < 800 m, mid elevation: 800-1600 m, high

elevation: ≥ 1600 m).

The simulated snow height and snow water equivalent are bilinearly interpolated on the coordinates of the in situ observa-295

tions, and then re-sampled at a temporal resolution of one day. Starting from daily snow height, we derive the corresponding

daily variations. In order to evaluate the model-based simulations of snow height, snow-height variation ad snow water equiv-

alent, we use again MBE, MAE and R. For the snow height variation, the Equitable Threat Score index (ETS) is also used

(as proposed by Nurmi (2003) and Schirmer and Jamieson (2015)), and quantify the skill of a forecast relative to chance, like

snow height exceeding a certain threshold.300

We are aware that the there is a strong scale mismatch between the point observations and kilometer resolution of the modeled

data. And even if upscaling techniques have been proposed (Hou et al., 2022; Horton and Haegeli, 2022), we believe point

measurements of snowpack properties are usually preferable, since they are directly taken on the field, and their interpolation

on a kilometer grid may even increase the degree of uncertainty in the evaluation of a model performances in reproducing

the observations. Indeed, the interpolation of point snow measurements on a grid needs several assumptions on wind transport305

of snow, vegetation interception, slope aspect and elevation which may introduce uncertainty also on the values used for

validation. For these reasons, point data are widely used in the snow science community to validate model forecasts at kilometer

resolution (Bellaire et al., 2011, 2013; Vionnet et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2014; Schirmer and Jamieson, 2015; Quéno et al., 2016;

Luijting et al., 2018). Moreover, as suggested by Ikeda et al. (2010), Barlage et al. (2010) and Pavelsky et al. (2011), the scale

mismatch between simulations at kilometer resolution and point observations can have a large impact if only one site is used for310

validation, but if a large number of validation sites is used, the mean model bias tends to minimize, as the error at measurement

sites tends to be randomly distributed. We also want to highlight that the measurement sites chosen in our manuscript are

located in zones representative of large areas, in wide fields far from the canopy, thus particularly suitable to validate our

simulations. However, in order to reduce the possible mismatch between the model resolution and the point observations, we

divided the study domain in 200 meters elevation bands, from 800 m a.s.l. to 1800 m a.s.l. (Table 2) and for each elevation band315

we averaged the snow heights and snow water equivalents simulated and observed. We used the elevation-averaged values to

calculate MBE, MAE and R evaluation indices.

The skill of WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D model in reproducing the snow cover extent observed with MODIS are also

evaluated. To this end, snow cover fraction maps are obtained for both WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D from the following
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equation, equivalent to the empirical relation found by Koren et al. (1999):320

Fs = 1−
(
e−αs(Ws/Wmax)− Ws

Wmax
e−αs

)
(1)

where αs = 2.6 is a distribution shape parameter, Ws is the simulated snow water equivalent, Wmax is the snow water equiva-

lent threshold above which the soil is 100% covered with snow, and varies locally according to MODIS land use classification

(see supplementary materials). While Noah LSM already calculates the snow cover fraction according to Eq. 1, Alpine3D

doesn’t, thus we had to calculated it a-posteriori using Eq. 1. By applying an arbitrary threshold of 51%, we can build binary325

maps which indicate: i) snow absence if snow cover fraction is below the threshold; ii) snow presence if snow cover fraction

area was equal or above the threshold. These binary maps are compared by using the Jaccard index (J) and the average sym-

metric surface distance (ASSD). The J index is equal to 1 if the binary maps perfectly overlap, instead is equal to 0 if they

don’t overlap. The ASSD index ranges from 0 to∞, and 0 means perfect overlap of the boundaries of the binary maps. The

application of ETS, J and ASSD to snowpack model validation is clearly described by Quéno et al. (2016).330

From the snow cover binary maps of MODIS, WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D we finally calculate the respective snow

cover area fraction, which is defined as the number of cells classified with snow divided by the total number of cells of the

study domain. We compare the simulated snow cover area fractions with the one obtained from MODIS and we evaluate

them in terms of MBE, MAE and R. We also build and compare snow cover duration maps for MODIS, WRF-Noah and

WRF-Alpine3D counting the number of times that a cell was classified as covered with snow in the binary maps.335

4 Results and discussion

Both models, WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D, are compared with observational data for the study area for snow seasons

2018/19, 2019/20, 2020/21. The performance analysis is carried out in terms of the error indices, defined in the previous

section, for both atmospheric and snow cover forecast.

4.1 Performance analysis of the atmospheric model340

As a first validation, Figure 3 shows the scatter plots of the comparison between simulated and measured daily air temperature,

relative humidity, wind speed and incoming shortwave radiation and daily precipitation for the three snow seasons. The colors

represent the observation density for each pixel, the brighter the color, the higher the density of observations for that pixel. The

statistical scores, obtained from this intercomparison, are reported in Table 3 for the three elevation ranges defined in Section

3.3 and for all altitudes.345

WRF presents for the air temperature at all elevation ranges a correlation coefficient higher than 0.89, with an overall score

of 0.9 (Fig. 3a). The WRF simulations exhibit a slightly negative MBE, especially for elevations between 800 m and 1600 m,

where it also shows the highest MAE.

The relative humidity presents a correlation coefficient higher than 0.76 for mid and high elevation bands but lower (0.68)

for low elevations, with and overall score of 0.68 (Fig. 3b). The MBE and the MAE increases with the altitude.350
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From Fig. 3c we note that that WRF in some cases drastically underestimates the wind speed. These points correspond

to high elevations measurement sites. Indeed at low elevations WRF shows a positive MBE, which decreases and becomes

negative as the elevation increases. Clearly, also the MAE show an elevation dependence, and increases from low to higher

altitudes. Moreover, the correlation coefficient is minimum at high elevations and maximum at low elevations. The wind speed

underestimation at high elevation is due to an underestimated elevation of the topography. Indeed the 3 km resolution of the355

model simulation smooths the highest peaks, causing to a lower simulated wind speed at station location (see supplementary

materials for the comparison of model and real topography).

Figure 3d shows that WRF overestimates the incoming shortwave radiation. At high elevations, WRF has the highest MAE

and the lowest correlation with the in situ observations. The general overestimation of incoming shortwave radiation is again

partly due to the limited model horizontal resolution. Indeed shading effect that influence the measured solar radiation may not360

be captured by the model, in which the topography is more smooth and low compared to reality.

Figure 3e highlights that WRF reproduces the daily precipitation with a correlation coefficient between 0.77 (for low ele-

vations) and 0.64 (for high elevations). WRF shows the tendency to overestimate the precipitation as the altitude increases.

Indeed, the bias is negligible below 800 m of altitude, but MBE reaches more than 4 mm at the high altitude sites. This over-

estimation is likely due to the fact that rain gauges typically lose a precipitation fraction. When the precipitation is solid the365

underestimation is even larger because part of it is lost with sublimation, especially when the rain gauge is not heated.

In summary, for the WRF-simulated variables the overall correlation coefficient is above 0.68, except for the wind speed,

because as we already discussed, the strong negative bias at high elevations decreases the overall correlation to 0.49. On the

other hand, it is well known that the wind speed field is particularly variable in complex orographic regions and a point-like

in situ measurement cannot be representative of 3 km spatially averaged wind speed at WRF model scales considered in this370

study.

4.2 Performance analysis of land surface models

4.2.1 Snow height

The time series intercomparison can be useful to show the temporal behaviour of the two models with respect to in situ obser-

vations. The first row of Fig. 4 shows the mean snow height observed and simulated at all the measurement sites. Observations375

are indicated by a dashed gray line, while the numerical simulations are indicated by solid blue and red lines, corresponding to

WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D respectively. The shaded areas correspond to the interval comprised between minimum and

maximum observed and simulated snow height.

For snow season 2018/19 this comparison indicates that the mean snow height, simulated by the two models, is similar until

mid January, but during the last part of the snow season, WRF-Alpine3D better reproduces the observed snow height, also in380

terms of settlement rate, while WRF-Noah underestimates the snow height, showing a faster settlement rate. Instead for snow

season 2019/20 and 2020/21, the differences in the mean snow heights simulated with WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D are

less evident, but especially in season 2020/21, it can be noticed that the snowpack shrinks faster in WRF-Noah simulations
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compared to the observation and WRF-Alpine3D simulations. This has an impact also on the maximum height simulated by

the two models, indeed during the last part of each snow season, WRF-Noah largely underestimates the maximum snow height385

observed at the measurement sites, while WRF-Alpine3D has a better skill to capture the observed snow height variability

between the measurement sites, simulating a maximun snow height more close to the observations. However, during April

2021 it can be noticed that WRF-Alpine3D overestimates the maximum snow height observed.

Another comparison of simulated and observed snow height for the three snow seasons is shown in the scatter plot of Fig.

5a, with blue indicating WRF-Noah and red WRF-Alpine3D. In order to reduce the possible mismatch between the model390

resolution and the point observations, observed and simulated values have been averaged for each of the elevation bands shown

in Table 2. The plot shows that WRF-Alpine3D reproduces with more accuracy the snow height, especially when the observed

snowpack is particularly thick. This results in a much higher correlation coefficient of WRF-Alpine3D compared to WRF-Noah

(0.9 and 0.8 respectively) and in a negative bias of WRF-Noah in the snow height estimation (see Table 4 for all evaluation

indices).395

Snow height variation is an important indicator of the models skill to catch the dynamical behavior of the snow cover. Thus,

for the chosen AWS, we compared simulated and observed snow height variations for the three snow seasons and we evaluated

the model performances in terms of MBE, MAE and R. The results are shown in Table 4. In this case WRF-Alpine3D doesn’t

present better skills compared to WRF-Noah, indeed the models present almost the same correlation coefficient and MAE.

A slightly difference between the models can be seen in the MBE which is sligthly negative for WRF-Noah and positive for400

WRF-Alpine3D.

A more detailed view of the skill of WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D in calculating the observed daily snow height variation

comes from the analysis of Fig. 6a and 6b. Figure 6a shows the observed and modelled frequency distribution of daily snow

height variation for the three snow seasons at the automatic validation sites used in this study. Grey column represents the

observed variations and the blue and red columns represent the snow height variations simulated with WRF-Noah and WRF-405

Alpine3D, respectively. For the range of variations between [-20 cm, +30 cm[, WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D show similar

performances, simulating a number of snow height variations for each class similar to the observations. Outside of this range,

the behaviour of the two models is clearly different. Below -20 cm, WRF-Alpine3D shows a better skill in reproducing the

observed snow height variation, indeed variations in the interval [-30 cm, -20 cm[ are missed from WRF-Noah. Instead for

variations larger than 30 cm WRF-Noah seems to be more accurate to reproduce the observations compared to Alpine3D.410

The snow height variations observed in the range [40 cm, 50 cm[ are not captured by both WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D.

Therefore, both models can well predict the central tendency of the distribution of the daily snow height variation, whereas

they have more difficulties on the tails of the distribution. A further confirmation of this behaviour comes from Fig. 6b, where

the ETS index for different snow thresholds is reported. A look at Fig. 6b shows again that WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D

has similar scores between -1 cm ad 10 cm thresholds, but they perform differently outside of this range. Indeed, compared to415

WRF-Alpine3D, WRF-Noah shows higher performances for snow height variations larger than 20 cm, however both models do

not capture snow height variations larger than 40 cm. Instead, for variations smaller than -1 cm we can see that WRF-Alpine3D
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reaches scores larger than WRF-Noah. This suggests that WRF-Alpine3D has slightly better skills compared to WRF-Noah in

predicting the observed snow settlement.

4.2.2 Snow water equivalent420

Snow water equivalent is a particularly interesting quantity because it represents the amount of mass stored in the snowpack.

We derived snow water equivalent data combining manual measurements of snow height and snow density provided by the

Meteomont service. The time series of the mean snow water equivalent, observed and simulated at all the manual sites, are

shown in the second row of Fig. 4 for each considered snow season. Observations are indicated by a dashed gray line, while the

numerical simulations are indicated by solid blue and red lines, corresponding to WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D respectively.425

The shaded areas correspond to the interval comprised between minimum and maximum observed snow water equivalent.

As can be seen from Fig. 4d, during the snow season 2018/19, WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D have similar performances

during the accumulation phase, from December till mid January, estimating a snow water equivalent really close to the obser-

vations. From mid January till the end of the season, WRF-Alpine3D reproduces much better than WRF-Noah the snow water

equivalent mean value and also its trend. Furthermore, especially during February, Alpine3D simulates maximum snow water430

equivalent values close to the observations, while WRF-Noah largely underestimates them. Unfortunately, during snow seasons

2019/20 and 2020/21, the manual measurements taken by the Meteomont service have undergone a notable decrease because

of the COVID-19 pandemic (Ciotti et al., 2020). The low temporal frequency and non contemporaneity of the observations

at different measurement sites make the time series of the mean observed snow water equivalent noisy and uninformative for

the two snow seasons, thus we decided to not show it in Fig. 4e and 4f. Nevertheless, we can compare the two models, and435

we can observe that for snow season 2019/20 the mean snow water equivalents simulated by the two models almost overlap,

but from 3 of April WRF-Alpine3D simulate a larger maximum snowpack compared to WRF-Noah. Instead during season

2020/21 the two models behave more similarly to season 2018/19, indeed it can be noticed that during the accumulation phase,

from December till mid January, the mean snow water equivalents simulated by the two models are really similar, but from mid

January till the end of the simulation, in WRF-Noah can be observed a much faster snow melt compared to WRF-Alpine3D.440

The faster snowpack melt in WRF-Noah has a large impact also in the maximum snow water equivalent, which is much lower

than in WRF-Alpine3D simulations, especially during March and April.

Looking again at the snow height timeseries shown in the first row of Fig. 6, we can notice that, in WRF-Alpine3D simu-

lations the snow height decrease does not correspond to a strong decrease in snow water equivalent (except for April 2021),

instead in WRF-Noah a decrease in the snow height corresponds often to a large decrease of snow water equivalent. This means445

that the snowpack shrinking is mainly due to snow densification in WRF-Alpine3D, instead to snow melt in WRF-Noah. The

early melt of the snowpack observed in our WRF-Noah simulations during season 2018/19 at the chosen measurement sites is

in line with the findings of Pavelsky et al. (2011), which obtained for a case study on Sierra Nevada Mountains, California, an

early snow melt in WRF-Noah simulations at 3 km resolution of 22-25 days.

Another comparison of simulated and observed snow water equivalent for the three snow seasons is shown in the scatter plot450

of Fig. 5b, with blue indicating WRF-Noah and red WRF-Alpine3D. In order to reduce the possible mismatch between the
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model resolution and the point observations, observed and simulated values have been averaged for each of the elevation bands

shown in Table 2. The plot shows that WRF-Alpine3D reproduces with more accuracy the snow water equivalent, especially for

observed values between 150 and 350 kgm-2. This results in a much higher correlation coefficient of WRF-Alpine3D compared

to WRF-Noah (0.7 and 0.4 respectively), however both models underestimates the snow water equivalent for observed values455

larger than 500 kgm-2 (see Table 4 for all evaluation indices).

4.2.3 Snow cover extent

MODIS satellite snow product is an essential independent data set to evaluate the skill of WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D

to reproduce the observed snow cover area. As already described, MODIS sensor is providing the snow cover fraction (SCF)

maps with 500 m resolution. Thanks to the applied cloud-removal algorithm, we have been able to compare the snow cover460

extent also for the days with high cloud cover fraction.

As an example, Figs. 7a, 7b and 7c show the SCF maps obtained from MODIS, WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D for 17

December 2018, which was one of the days with the largest observed snow cover area in snow season 2018/19. From the SCF

maps, by applying a threshold of 51%, we can derive the snow cover area (SCA), as shown in Figs. 7d, 7e and 7f. Forested

areas, according to CORINE classification, are superimposed to MODIS, WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D data, in order to465

qualitatively evaluate their impact on the snow cover area estimation. Snow cover within forested areas is a critical issue for

snow mapping due to the forest signature on MODIS visible and near-infrared imagery, as highlighted by Gascoin et al. (2015).

This results in an underestimation of the snow cover extent, especially during spring, when the snow is usually present below

the forest but not on the threes, where it has already melted. Thus it cannot be excluded that WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D

overestimation of the snow cover area can be partially due to a MODIS underestimation of the snow cover area where forests470

are present.

Duration of the snow cover is another important parameter, which has direct implications on many aspects, like local climate,

water supply and flora and fauna development. Figure 8 shows the observed and modelled snow cover duration maps, obtained

counting the number of times that each cell is classified as covered with snow during the three snow seasons, within MODIS,

WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D derived SCA maps. Figure 8 also shows the differences between the snow cover duration475

simulated with WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D and the one obtained from MODIS. The difference between WRF-Alpine3D

and WRF-Noah snow duration is also reported. These figures suggest that WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D tend to simulate

a longer snow cover duration on the entire Central Apennines mountain range. The best agreement of the numerical models

with the satellite-based observations is found at mountain tops and valley bottoms, as can be seen comparing Fig. 8 with the

right panel of Fig. 1. By contrast, the largest differences emerge within middle elevation zones, where both WRF-Noah and480

WRF-Alpine3D simulate a much longer snow cover duration. A closer inspection of Fig. 8d highlights noticeable differences

between WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D in the snow cover persistence. WRF-Noah simulates a more persistent snow cover

when compared to WRF-Alpine3D over the northern part of Central Apennines, while WRF-Alpine3D predicts a longer snow

cover duration in the sountern part, especially in the Abruzzo region.
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The snow cover area fraction (SCAF) can be computed over the chosen domain for each day of the study period, dividing485

the area classified as covered with snow by the total land area. The result of this calculation is reported in Fig. 9 and statistical

indices obtained from this comparison are summarized in Table 5 for the three snow seasons. Both models reproduce SCAF

with a high correlation coefficient (0.89 and 0.88 for WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D, respectively), but they overestimate the

observed SCAF of 0.06. From these evaluations emerges that the two models present almost identical performances in the

estimation of the snow cover area fraction. However the SCAF does not takes into account where the snow cover is present,490

and if observed and simulated snow patches are located in different places, the SCAF could be the same between observations

and simulations.

Thus, for each day of the three snow seasons, we have evaluated J and ASSD spatial indices, which take into account also

where the snow patches are located, and we compared the SCA maps derived for WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D with the

ones derived from MODIS. J and ASSD time series are reported in Fig. 10 and their average values are summarized in Table495

6. For J and ASSD WRF-Noah and Alpine3D exhibit identical mean values, confirming again that they have almost equals

skills in reproducing the observed snow cover area.

We want to highlight that the SCF maps have been calculated in Noah with the inbuilt parametrization shown in 1, and in

Alpine3D with the same parametrization but a-posteriori. Moreover, we imposed the arbitrary threshold of 51% to the SCF

maps to derive the SCA maps (snow presence or absence), without performing a sensitivity test changing the threshold value.500

For these reasons, a change in the parametrization used for the calculation of the SCF maps, or in the threshold applied to

derive the SCA maps, may lead to different model performances.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have shown the different skills of Noah LSM and Alpine3D models to simulate the snow cover in Italian

Central Apennines when forced with WRF atmospheric data during three snow seasons, going from December 2018 to April505

2021. The study area is novel to snow cover studies, since most of past works focused on higher latitude and altitude mountain

ranges or on cold regions. So far no study focused on lower latitude mountain ranges with peaks below 3000 m, like Central

Apennines.

The performances of the WRF model to simulate air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, incoming shortwave radi-

ation and precipitation have been first evaluated, comparing them to observations derived from a dense network of automatic510

weather stations. The WRF model is capable to predict the observed atmospheric variables with a correlation coefficient always

higher than 0.68, except for the wind speed for which the model bias strongly increases with the altitude. We have also showed

that during snow season 2018/19 WRF-Alpine3D is able to predict with higher accuracy compared to WRF-Noah the observed

snow height and snow water equivalent, especially during February 2019. In general, during late winter and spring periods,

WRF-Alpine3D is able to reproduce the large snow height and snow water equivalent observed at some measurement sites, as515

opposed to WRF-Noah which strongly underestimates it. We also observed that the snowpack shrinking is mainly due to snow

densification in WRF-Alpine3D, instead to snow melt in WRF-Noah. This is likely the reason why in WRF-Noah simulations
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the snowpack completely melts earlier than in the observations and WRF-Alpine3D simulations. In terms of daily snow height

variation, WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D present similar performances, with correlation coefficient slightly larger than 0.6,

but still, the former show a negative bias, while the latter a positive bias. The snow models reveal to have also similar skills520

to predict small daily snow height variations, but WRF-Noah has slightly better performance to reproduce large positive daily

variation, while WRF-Alpine3D has higher skills to predict large negative variations.

Both models WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D tend to overestimate the snow cover area fraction, provided by the MOD10A1

MODIS product. They present almost equal performances in the estimation of the snow cover area fraction. Also the com-

parison of the models through the Jaccard index (J) and the Average Symmetric Surface Distance (ASSD) confirmed the525

WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D have almost the same skills to predict shape, location and extension of the observed snow

cover. However these findings strongly depend on the parametrization used to calculate the snow cover area fraction and on

the threshold used to derive the snow cover area maps, thus using other parametrizations and thresholds may lead to different

results.

Future work should be oriented to gather further in situ measurements of grain shape and grain size, necessary to quantify530

the abilities of WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D to reproduce the observed snow microstructure. A way to improve WRF-Noah

and WRF-Alpine3D performances would be to increase the horizontal spatial resolution of WRF simulations (e.g., from 3 km

down to 1 km), in order to force the land surface models with more resolved atmospheric data. Increasing the WRF spatial

resolution would also justify the activation in Alpine3D of the modules that take into account the aeolian transport of snow, that

redistributes the snow between adjacent cells of the domain according to the forecasted wind field, as well as the impact of the535

local topography on the energy balance through the effects of incoming shortwave radiation shading and long wave radiation

increase. The WRF-Alpine3D simulation could also be improved directly assimilating weather radar data in terms of snowfall

rate over the study domain in order to provide more realistic snow accummulation patterns. The approach for weather data

assimilation, in terms of point-wise nudging or statistical variational techniques, is an interesting open issue.
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List of TABLES

Table 1. Number of stations and observations for each of the analysed variables at different elevation bands for the three snow seasons.

Number of stations - observations

Low elevation (< 800 m) Mid elevation (800-1600 m) High elevation (≥ 1600 m) Total

Air temperature 295 - 1830864 55 - 317856 7 - 39528 357 - 2188248

Relative humidity 116 - 677016 15 - 69528 6 - 33480 137 - 780024

Wind speed 52 - 322320 10 - 49872 7 - 39288 69 - 411480

Incoming shortwave radiation 29 - 173376 6 - 15936 5 - 19200 40 - 208512

Precipitation 363 - 887448 54 - 142392 4 - 8280 384 - 1038120

Table 2. Number of snow stations and observations for different elevation bands for the three snow seasons.

Number of stations - observations

Elevation bands (m a.s.l.) Snow height Snow water equivalent

800-1000 3 - 6681 2 - 64

1000-1200 5 - 7168 4 - 177

1200-1400 18 - 46126 9 - 496

1400-1600 11 - 4251 10 - 574

1600-1800 7 - 23695 2 - 123

Total 44 - 87921 27 - 1434

Table 3. WRF mean bias error (MBE), mean absolute error (MAE) and correlation coefficient (R) of air temperature, relative humidity, wind

speed, incoming shortwave radiation and daily precipitation, for low elevation (< 800 m), mid elevation (800-1600 m) and high elevation (≥

1600 m) bands for the three snow seasons.

Low elevation Mid elevation High elevation All

(< 800 m) (800-1600 m) (≥ 1600 m)

MBE MAE R MBE MAE R MBE MAE R MBE MAE R

Air temperature (°C) -0.3 1.5 0.89 -1.5 2.0 0.9 -0.2 1.7 0.89 -0.5 1.6 0.9

Relative humidity (%) 0.2 8.9 0.68 5.6 10.0 0.78 11.5 15.0 0.76 2.0 9.4 0.68

Wind speed (ms−1) 1.1 1.4 0.66 -1.0 1.7 0.64 -2.2 3.3 0.39 0.5 1.6 0.49

Incoming shortwave radiation (Wm−2) 58 71 0.86 65 78 0.84 62 101 0.69 59 74 0.85

Daily precipitation (mm) 0.4 4.2 0.77 1.1 5.4 0.76 4.3 7.4 0.64 0.6 4.4 0.77
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Table 4. WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D mean bias error (MBE), mean absolute error (MAE) and correlation coefficient (R) for simulated

snow height, daily snow height variation and snow water equivalent for the three snow seasons.

Snow height (cm) Daily snow height variation (cm) Snow water equivalent (kgm−2)

MBE MAE R MBE MAE R MBE MAE R

WRF-Noah -4 10 0.8 -0.05 3 0.6 -89 96 0.4

WRF-Alpine3D 1 10 0.9 0.07 3 0.6 -33 69 0.7

Table 5. WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D mean bias error (MBE), mean absolute error (MAE) and correlation coefficient (R) for simulated

snow cover area fractions for the three snow seasons.

Snow cover area fraction

MBE MAE R

WRF-Noah 0.06 0.06 0.89

WRF-Alpine3D 0.06 0.06 0.88

Table 6. Mean values of Jaccard index and Average Symmetric Surface Distance for WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D for the three snow

seasons.

J ASSD

WRF-Noah 0.3 2.3

WRF-Alpine3D 0.3 2.3
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List of FIGURES

Figure 1. a) WRF nested domains D1, D2 and D3 with resolution 27 km, 9 km, 3 km respectively. b) Atmospheric and snow measurement

site locations in the D3 domain. The white circles represent automatic weather stations without snow height sensor, while orange and red

circles represents automatic weather stations with snow height sensor and manual measurement sites respectively.
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Figure 2. Flowchart of the model chain realized in this study. NCEP reanalyses are used to initialize the WRF model, which provides the

atmospheric forcing data to drive WRF-Noah (online coupled) and WRF-Alpine3D (offline coupled) numerical models.
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Figure 3. Comparison of in situ observed data and WRF simulations of daily air temperature (a), relative humidity (b), wind speed (c),

incoming shortwave radiation (d) and precipitation (e) for the three snow seasons. The density of observations for each pixel of the plot is

represented with a color, the brighter is the color, the higher is the density of observations for that pixel.
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Figure 4. Time series of observed and simulated snow height (first row) and snow water equivalent (second row) for the three snow seasons.

Solid lines represent the mean of all available stations for each considered snow season: observations are indicated by a solid gray line,

while simulations are indicated by solid blue and red lines, corresponding to WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D, respectively. The shaded areas

correspond to the maximum and minimum snow height and snow water equivalent observed or simulated. The low temporal frequency of

the manual measurements for snow seasons 2019/20 and 2020/21, and the non contemporaneity of the observations at different sites make

the timeseries of the mean observed snow water equivalent noisy and uninformative, thus we decided to not show it in figures e) and f).
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Figure 5. Comparison of simulated and measured daily means of snow height (a) and snow water equivalent (b) averaged for each elevation

band shown in Table 2 for the three snow seasons. Blue and red dots indicate WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D, respectively. The blue and

red lines represent the best linear fit of WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D data.
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Figure 6. a) Observed and modelled frequency distribution of daily snow height variation for the three snow seasons obtained from the AWS

used in this study. The grey column represents the observed variations and the blue and red columns represent the snow height variations

simulated with WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D, respectively. b) ETS index for different snow thresholds with blue and red lines indicating

WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D scores, respectively.
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Figure 7. a), b and c): MODIS, WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D snow cover fraction maps. d), e) and f): MODIS, WRF-Noah and WRF-

Alpine3D snow cover area maps derived by applying a threshold of 51% to the corresponding snow cover fraction maps. CORINE broad

leaved forest, coniferous forest, and mixed forest classes aggregated and reprojected from original 100 m resolution to 3 km resolution are

also shown.
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Figure 8. a), b and c): MODIS, WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D snow cover duration maps derived from snow cover area maps for the three

snow seasons. Fig. d) shows the differences of snow cover duration between WRF-Alpine3D and WRF-Noah, whereas Figs. e) and f) show

the differences with MODIS of WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D, respectively.
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Figure 9. a), b), c): Time series of snow cover area fraction derived from MODIS (grey line), WRF-Noah (blue line) and WRF-Alpine3D

(red line) for the three snow seasons. d) Comparison of simulated and observed snow cover area fraction for the three snow seasons, with

blue and red dots indicating WRF-Noah and WRF-Alpine3D, respectively. The blue and red lines represent the best linear fit of WRF-Noah

and WRF-Alpine3D data.

Figure 10. Time series of Jaccard index (first row) and Average Symmetric Surface Distance index (second row) computed for WRF-Noah

(red line) and WRF-Alpine3D (blue line) for the three snow seasons.
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